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Some things weren’t meant to be discovered. Three people are each drawn to the small town of
Beckon, Wyoming. A young anthropologist researches a Native American legend and makes a
terrifying discovery. An ex-cop investigating her cousin’s disappearance finds herself in grave
peril. And an aging businessman is lured by the promise of a miracle. One by one they discover
the town’s ghastly secret. The only question is . . . will any of them make it out alive?

From the Back CoverSome things weren’t meant to be discovered. But once they’re unleashed,
there’s no turning back.Beneath the town of Beckon, a terror hides, lurking in the darkness.
Waiting.Three people are drawn to the small Wyoming town for very different reasons.
Anthropologist Jack Kendrick comes looking for clues to his father’s disappearance. Police
officer Elina Gutierrez arrives in the near-deserted town on the trail of her missing cousin. And
George Wilcox is lured by the promise of a cure for his wife’s illness.All are looking for answers.
But as they draw closer to discovering the town’s chilling secret, the real question becomes . . .
will their quest uncover a miracle, or release an unspeakable evil? --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Trial and Error, Woman in Shadow, The Letter Keeper (A Murphy Shepherd Novel Book 2), The
Ice Swan, Dubiosity, Beneath Copper Falls (Rock Harbor Series Book 7)



Nissa Annakindt, “Caves, Evil Giant Spiders, and Immortality. "Aw, darn!" I thought when I looked
up the description of this book, which was featured on a blog tour I participate in. "It's one of
those suspense/thriller books we have to read since there is not enough Christian sci-fi
available." And that and the too-high Kindle price were almost enough to put me off from buying
the book. But since I wanted something new to read and the upcoming Charlaine Harris book
wasn't out yet, I bought it anyway.And was I ever glad! Forget what you've been told. 'Beckon' is
sci-fi. It's very much like classic Earth-based sci-fi in the old pulps (I've been reading some of
those in free ebook form from manybooks.net). The creepy caves in the early part of the story
could well have been caves on another planet.The idea of a method to prolong human life
indefinitely, and the consequences of it, are also sci-fi fare. Pawlik handles the theme well.The
Christian bits are not intrusive or preachy. There are characters that happen to be Christians and
act like it. Others turn to God and prayer in reaction to some of the threats they are facing.
Readers who don't share the Christian faith won't find the Christian material extensive enough to
be off-putting.Pawlik takes certain risks in his storytelling. He starts us off with one character, the
Indiana Jones-like Jack Kendrick (who is a black man). He leaves Jack in great peril to take up
with a new viewpoint character, Elina Gutierrez, a cop looking for her missing cousin. He then
leaves her in peril, and we get a third viewpoint character, George Wilcox. After a bit of following
George, the three stories come together.The risk in this is that the reader will not follow the new
characters. I've read a book or two that shifts back and forth between two characters, in which I
did not care for the second character and his story and, on re-reads, I simply skip those
chapters. Pawlik leaves his initial character be for a lot longer than one chapter, and yet the
adventure is so compelling I kept on going through the stories of Elina and George.Catholic
concerns: As this is a fast-paced adventure story there is not a lot of time for theological issues
to be raised, and so there are no doctrines put forth that, from a Catholic point of view, would be
considered in error.There is also no specific mention of Catholics, and so no chance that
something might be said to which Catholics might take exception. The Latina character, Elina,
has a father who is said to be a 'Christian'. In this case, we might read 'Christian' as 'possibly
Catholic'.Please don't take this 'Catholic concerns' section as a recommendation that Catholics
ought read no fiction that contains other than pure Catholic doctrine. I myself read fiction by
Evangelicals, LDS Christians, Lutherans, Jews, Pagans and secularists. I give this just as points
of information for the curious reader.”

Aaron B, “Outstanding suspense writing. Before I start, let me say going into this book I was
already a fan of Pawlik's writing, and I had high expectations for Beckon. Vanish and Valley of the
Shadow, Tom's first two novels, were imaginative, well-written, and had good characters that got
me sucked into the story. Furthermore, the plot twists were nearly always unexpected. I found
myself staying up into the morning hours just to finish them. It was with this in mind that I eagerly



opened Beckon when I got it in the mail, put aside everything else I was reading, and consumed
this book.In short, Beckon was so good it made me create a profile just to do Amazon reviews.To
prevent any spoilers, I won't focus on the plot or discuss its twists (you can read the summary
above). Suffice it to say, however, that this fast-paced story follows three different protagonists,
Jack, Elina, and George, and their experience with the people of the town of Beckon. The
premise is thoroughly deliberated, superbly executed, and in the same vein of Hitchcock, JJ
Abrams, The Twilight Zone, and the movie The Descent. Aspects of Elina's character reminded
me too of the show Southland.I found that each character was well-developed, and that all have
elements of their history that keep them going forward and caused me to sympathize with their
plight. Altogether, the format of the book's sections, each being from one of their perspectives, is
commendable, as it builds a gradual sense of awareness and suspense for the reader as they
discover more about the horrors of Beckon and what lies underneath. Each scene is also
descriptive, graphic, and effectively balances suspense with action.Other bonuses: I normally
care about content and disregard a book's cover, but admittedly, this one is very well done. Next:
it's not Christian fiction. In my humble opinion, it's excellent fiction that just happens to be written
from a Christian perspective. That means it's not preachy or overbearing, and it describes the
actions of normal people. While it's themes are indeed more mature, the overall benefit is greater
authenticity, and greater appeal. That said, I would recommend this book to any of my friends
who enjoy suspense, speculative, or science fiction such as Stephen King (It, The Shining),
Justin Cronin (The Passage), Michael Koryta (So Cold the River), or Ted Dekker (the Circle
trilogy).Thanks Tom Pawlik for another excellent story. I can't wait for the next one. Thanks also
to Tyndale for having the courage to publish this. Prior to Tom Pawlik, I had all but given hope on
Christian publishers, preferring the quality of other fiction. Since Vanish, however, I decided that
anything by Tom will always have a place on my bookshelf, and Beckon is certainly no exception.”

Paul Mccoy, “Very enjoyable novel. After reading Vanish and Valley of the Shadow I have eagerly
awaited another novel by Tom Pawlik for some time, and Beckon did not let me down. This book
is a thrilling page turner that successfully merges the horror/sci-fi genre with Christian fiction.
One would not think that is possible, but Tom Pawlik manages to do this quite well. However,
there is little said about Christianity in this book, unlike Pawlik's last two novels which had strong
Christian themes. Despite this, Beckon is a great read that I highly recommend.”

Jerry L Busby, “Good , very good !. It was my first book by Tom Pawlik and found it hard to put
down! I don't read many books like this but found it to be interesting and full of suspense I also
enjoyed the fact it wasn't filled with trash just to make it something else . I may not be the one to
give a review but for me it was a good book and I will be looking at other books by Tom Pawlik to
read.”

Ruth Y. Nott, “A Good Read - Hard to put down!. You never know what may be waiting around



any corner in this town! The town sign reads "Beckon - You aren't here by chance." and no one
is. Each person came to Beckon for a reason, each searching for something. Finding it can take
decades or more.. or, just a few days. But what they find along the way just may give you
nightmares!  A good read, hard to put down.”

Lisa Heath, “great book!. Tom Pawlik delivers another must-read book. A little sci-fi, suspense
which keeps you wanting to read more & more. I tend to try & take my time to make books "last
longer". But, I think I finished this in less than a week. A story that makes you question ethics/
morals and goes deeper than just an average suspense story. I also love the artwork on the book
cover (I know-stupid reason to mention in review).”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Wow. Great story telling. If this had been a movie I would never wanted to
see it.  But reading this story I must say... Great story telling indeed.”

The book by Tom Pawlik has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 89 people have provided feedback.
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